
The Factory Afterbirth of “Sideline Management Systems” that Led to the Death of Leadership  

 

 
 

 

         DI = Dull & Industrious   C = Cheerleaders   Judges = Gods 

 

What year was sideline management born 

and frontline leadership start to die? 1918 

 

In 1918 all states mandated that factories 

could no longer use child labor. Using the 

factory mass production model as a new 

factory employee prep school, our nation 

created “The Education System”. It was 

a factory prep school where learning be 

damned. These kids were hard to control. 

 

It was a management “system” born to 

condition hard working children, who 

busted ass but needed to learn what 

Futurist Alvin Toffler wrote were 3 core 

important factory lessons: 

1. Obedience 

2. Punctuality  

3. Do boring repetitive work  

in ORDER to manufacture workers who: 

✓ Follow direct orders from 

management without questioning 

✓ Punch a timeclock, to be to work 

on time (hear factory bells ringing) 

✓ Be able to handle manufacturing 

the same thing over & over, every 

day for the next 102 years.  

It was a learning bait & switch based on 

building factory workers, not knowledge: 

 
It was the birth of Education Systems. 

It was the birth of Management Systems. 

It was the birth of sideline jockeys Systems. 

It was the birth of Judgement Day Systems. 

It was the birth of the DI teacher. 

It was the birth of the DI coach. 

It was the birth of the DI cheerleader. 

It was the birth of DI business teacher. 

It was the birth of DI business coach. 

It was the birth of DI business cheerleader. 

It was the birth of Simon Says Judges. 

It was the birth of Paula Says Judges. 

It was the birth of Randy Says Judges. 

It was the birth of sideline Teddy Bears. 
 

It led to the death of Training. 

It led to the death of Pioneers. 

It led to the death of Leadership. 

It led to the death of Performance. 

It led to the death of Freedom Fighters. 

 
These “Systems” MANAGED to kill Pioneer 

& Leadership development in the “Process”. 

 

skipwork@comcast.net
Typewritten text
Dear sideline managers, You royal highness finks,You had quite a run but you might oughta run,Because once people see you can't do anything,your rein of royalty will be  Justifiably OVER & DONE.We need leadership NOW,Not weakass Management.
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Typewritten text
Tough American kids needed to learn how to 1. Follow orders 2. Be on time 3. Do boring repetitve work like robots
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Typewritten text
Students & workers in both factories are treated like management spare parts
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Typewritten text
Here Factory Sideline Management Control to Here

skipwork@comcast.net
Typewritten text
WARNING: This page exposes the arrested development of sidelinemanagers who assumedcontrol of the wimp-a-facation of a once bad ass nation,Forgive them for they know,not what they don't do,they BOUGHT into systems,no different than me & you.


